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Abstract 

To determine a framework model which describes the registration purpose, assigning Tag-IDs and Disable 

functional mode thereby providing scalability issues that is specified as a novel approach for intrusion avoidance in the 

social networks. This research work suggests a model framework namely Register Tag Disable Function Security Model 

(RTDFSM), which provides “Data sharing” as the first motive to support the network technologies and provides “Data 

Security” that supports data sharing along with security benefits by assigning tag identification numbers (tag-ids), and 

Disable function process in order to detect the intrusions by fixing the data size and its time series to share process.  A 

recent survey depicts that Facebook has at least 1.71 billion active users per month. In addition the survey has estimated 

that 400 million photos per day are being uploaded. The reason behind is the users adaptive behaviour of sharing. The 

security parameters are fixed and this model has achieved 70% level scalability in case of data storage and the time series 

maintenance processes when compared to other network security algorithms. The time series is analysed with the suitable 

‘disable function’ say ‘Df’ when all the assigned tag and data is enabled for ‘protected download’ option. The increase in 

number of the function grows to a considerable percentage ranging from 10%, 20% upto 58% at the later stage.  

Computer networks are the fundamental platform for online transactions and sharing of information worldwide. Without 

Social Networks (SNs) such as Facebook, Twitter or Instagram, the real internet applications seem to be considered idle 

only for data processing and not for data sharing. The research work is a novel model named as “Register Tag Disable 

Function Security Model (RTDFSM)” that will enable user authenticity for every data sharing process in the network 

communication either in wired or in wireless media.  
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 1. Introduction 

   Security breaching is an incident in recent days due to communication media advancements and lack of awareness to 

handle a data in particular, social networks. The creation of an idea with its emotional thoughts are flavoured in 

photographs, images, pictures, audio and video data or any other mode of specification is subject to vulnerable with 

respect to its authentication measures. This research work suggests a novel model described as “Register Tag Disable 

Function Security Model (RTDFSM)” which will allocate a registration process for every user who wishes to share their 

data initially. The model frames a separate ‘Tag-Info’ notation which denotes a unique number which will be assigned 

randomly for every user. The exact data with respect to its size and time of every sharing is calculated by a disable 

function say ‘f’ which will compare the sender and receiver authentication with respect every login process and sharing 

communication in the networks. Any vulnerable identity within the analysing of disable function is subject to be 

quarantined and the model set back the sender thereby claiming new authentication procedures. The first phase shows the 

registration process of every user since the novelty in analysing every user is a mandatory method. For every problem 

specification the system architecture is essential and this model also frames an architecture involving every user and their 

process though an input output specifications. The security model finally achieves 70% level of scalability by comparing 

other network security algorithms dynamically and stands a novel model for detecting the intrusions. The model is 

framed by analysing previous literature research papers and a new novel method is described in this research paper.  

2. Literature Review 

   In the article cited ‘Privacy preserving photo sharing on a secure JPEG [1]” the authors described the JPEG framework 

which is fabricated on protected JPEG framework that incorporates various tools to protect photo privacy. There are 

various tools to ensure the image privacy such as filtering, encryption, scrambling. In this proposed work, general 

crawling is described to secure a metadata and cryptographic principles are depicted for any communicated data within 

network users. The problem specifies an architecture server based on data uploading process with its host thereby 

mentioning their geographic locations and the automatic identification of data enrolled and uploaded are analysed in the 

JPEG file format itself. Some of image manipulating methods are utilized in this approach. The next literature paper 

named as “Collaborative Face Recognition for Improved Face Annotation in Personal Photo Collection [2]” by their 

authors has provided a distributed method in order to perform certain idenficational and verificational measures in the 

data with respect to a centralized model. The model undergoes a video surveillance based technique that queries a face 

image as the photo i.e data and compares other relevant photographic images with new facial recognition methods. 

Lastly, the difference in the data extraction is identified by various amounts of annotations with different collections. In 

the next method, the conditional random field models [3] with label specifications respect to web oriented applications 

are analysed with the machine learning approach and data produced with respect to images are measured.  

The other method mentioning the title “The statistics of photo Sharing on social networks and propose a three realms 

Model [4]” identifies the real estimation of relationship existence in the images with respect to physical identity, visual 

sensor identity and the co-occurrence norms specified between images. In addition to this research work the next paper 

entitled, “The contextual information in the social realm and cophoto relationship to do automatic fr Stone[5]”, has 

narrated the pairwise conditional random field model with measures the optimal joint label specifications over the image 

data. Further the work assumes the conditional density maximization principle also within the data images and provides 

certain samples that are analysed based on some statistical and baseline principles.Improving the accuracy of face 

annotation by effectively making use of multiple FR engines available in an OSN. Their collaborative FR framework 

consists of two major parts: selection of FR engines and merging (or fusion) of multiple FR results. The selection of FR 

engines aims at determining a set of personalized FR engines that are suitable for recognizing query face images 

belonging to a particular member of the OSN. For this purpose, they exploit both social network context in an OSN and 

social context in personal photo collections.  
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     These literature review papers has suggested that authentication based on image property can be analysed through 

suitable model specifications but the research gap identification is how the exact data is analysed in an individual manner 

than the grouping images is not specified. Hence this research model, “Register Tag Disable Function Security Model 

(RTDFSM)” narrates that unique data identification and assignment to them is possible thereby enriching security and 

detecting the intrusions accordingly. The next section depicts the architecture model framing the necessary constraints 

which will enable the structural method flow of data between the techniques.  

 

3. Architectural Pitch 

This section specifies the necessary model constraints in the diagrammatic representations stating the 

registration process which will enable every user to initially specify their log-in credentials for every transaction in the 

network. The user’s authentications are stored in a specific database for revocations during implementation stage.  

 

3.1. Registration Process 

The   Registration  module contains User  id  and  Password  for new users. Here all the users whom are termed as the 

clients are registered one after another to undergo the process. The   Registration module contains User id and Password 

[7] for new users.     Here all the users whom are termed as the clients are registered one after another to undergo the 

process. The exact login identifications and passwords are noted specifically and their personal mobile numbers, email 

ids and other important contact information’s are mentioned.       

 

 3.2. Unique-ID / Tag – ID Assignments 

  After the authentication process which is initiated from the registration process is completed, the unique-id or tag-id 

assignment to every individual user in the network is executed for every transaction with respect to the size of the data as 

well as the time of execution between the users. Alike the data file or the communication which means the data sharing 

file remains same in size it is assignment be a tag identification number(tag-id)[9] which is otherwise named as the 

unique-id is allocated and the process is repeated for every users who wishes to share their own data(photo) in the 

network. This process is repeated for every user who participates in the network until the end user hosts their own 

transaction which ends by his/her side. Meanwhile, the disable function says, 

Df = rp(ur1/tg1+ur2/tg2 ….. urn/tgn) <= NW  --- equation 1 

Where ‘Df’ refers the ‘Disable function’, ‘rp’ refers – registration process, ‘ur1’ refers the user registered or numbered 1, 

‘ur2’ refers the user registered numbered 2, ‘urn’ refers the end user or the last user in the network which must be 

authenticated or participated in the network say, ‘NW’. Furthermore, the user one in the network is assigned by a specific 

authentic tag say, ‘tg1’ ‘tg2’ and ‘tgn’ respectively for all the nodes that are installed physically.  
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3.3. Disable function 

The disable function say ‘Df’ in its context are executed until the node completes its initial transaction say file 

sharing or photo sharing or any application that are initiated in the system. This process is executed for all nodes and the 

function checks for manipulating the file size and the time of transaction initiated for a node say ‘n1’. The second node 

say ‘n2’ is also noted for its own tag number and the process of completing it for every transaction in the beginning of the 

node till the end of the node is assigned for the purpose of completing the authentication.  

 

3.4. Protect Download  

  Upon the execution of the disable function, the protect download option is enabled for matching the constraints that are 

initially specified in the tag-id. Basically, the tag-id is the unique number assigned to every user for the authentication 

identity as well as the application identity [11]. For example, the prescribed token say a photo p1, is measured with its 

size and its time of notification before sharing and the time it is sharing. During this stage, the application itself is 

assigned with another security option which is specified as the protect download option which will download at the 

receiver end only if the size of the data i.e image or picture may fit with respect to the timing events which is the time of 

the image that is shared along with the tag-ids. This process is repeated until the sender truncates its final transaction 

which assumes in its side. The host or the client involved in these communications are determined by the tag-id’s as well 

as the protect download option also. The following diagram illustrates the uploading data of the client from its memory. 

 

In this diagram, the data size is initially limited to 5 MB as to check the data manipulation process in the beginning stage 

in order to avoid any complexity involved in the process. Furthermore, the ‘post’ claimed by the user or the ‘title’ is the 

specification of the user who depicts the data initially and the file name of the data. In the other the word ‘description’ is 

the full content narrated by the data which is the size of the data as well as the time of uploading the image for sharing 

before it is communicated. This context is applied in both the ends that are mentioned in the network as the fully 

transacted data is specified for every notation that can be monitored for many upcoming data. 

3.5. Fit Size / Time Series 

       The important parameter or the test indicator of this ‘Register Tag Disable Function Security Model (RTDFSM)’ 

model is the size of the data along matched with the timing constraint. The reason behind this model is the intrusion 

detection mechanism involved. The cause is data security measures initially executed by the process such as ‘Tag-id’s’, 

‘Disable function’, ‘Fit size’ and ‘Time series’.  

Here the ‘Fit size’ and ‘Time series’ both test parameters are utilized for analysing the data variant which is identified as 

the vulnerable data. Further any change in uploading the image, along with the post as well as the title which is the file 

name derives the description which notifies the total amount of data along with all of its necessary parameters that are 

mentioned in the specification are identified as the notable tested parameters in this research work.             
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4. Scalable Estimations 

This research work includes the scalable estimation for the purpose of illustrating the noted parameters under 

testing strategy. The main focus of this research is identifying the vulnerable data and isolating it with respect to 

assigning tag identification numbers through specifying a new framework as ‘Register Tag Disable Function Security 

Model (RTDFSM)’.The diagram specifies the tag id number initially assigned for every user.       

 

This tested parameter is indicated by the colour lined ‘pink’. In the beginning stage, the data communication in the social 

network is slightly increased. In the next stage, the tag-id specification and the data number of 30% to 40% when 

summed to achieve 70% is said to be evaluated with respect to its time further. The time series is analysed with the 

suitable ‘disable function’ say ‘Df’ when all the assigned tag and data is enabled for ‘protected download’ option. The 

increase in number of the function grows to a considerable percentage ranging from 10%, 20% upto 58% at the later 

stage. Thus the ‘Register Tag Disable Function Security Model (RTDFSM)’ has stated a milestone in the domain network 

security or information security to detect the intrusion of any vulnerable data. 

 

5. Conclusion 

   The research work analysed the vulnerable data intrusions in the network communications by proposing a novel 

model namely ‘Register Tag Disable Function Security Model (RTDFSM) ’. The work narrates the review literature by 

suggesting certain supportive research papers which initiates this model to identify the network intrusions.      The model 

depicts the importance of network security theme through proposing certain security test parameters like ‘tag-id- tag 

identification number’ a unique number assigned to every node in the network which narrates the importance of isolating 

the intrusion behaviour in the social networks. Furthermore, the assignments of nodes are registered initially with various 

login procedures as usual and it is assigned by tag identification numbers with respect to its time series. Within the time 

series classifications a novel manipulating function called as ‘disposable function’ is assigned to every nodes enrooted in 

the network to measure the vulnerabilities. If any of the node violates the disable function are considered to be vulnerable 

subjectively. Moreover ‘protection enabled’ option is assigned to every sharing data along with memory size i.e fit size 

classifications. This model further analyses that any change in size of the data with respect to its time is also categorized 

as vulnerable and has detected the intrusion occurrence in the network. Finally all the test resulting parameters are 

suggested for network intrusion detections are tested based on its value inputted with respect to the disposable function. 

All the intrusions are detected with respect to the tag-identifications in the initial stage and later the scalability process of 

the suggested parameters are improved upto 70% level with respect to the usual network algorithms. Hence this model is 

suggested as novel framework to identify intrusion detection in network.  
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